For AceTech Members:

Features

No obligation risk management consultation
and draft plan with ClearRisk Manager
software product

◊

Risk Management Plan - with our support and consultation, you can create a customized risk management plan
to help identify , prioritize and manage your organization’s risks

◊

Online Broker/Business Collaboration - interactive use of ClearRisk Manager in order to store, track and share
all relevant risk and insurance information such as insurance policies, claims documents & insurance certificates

◊

Reporting - effectively communicate the positive impact of your risk management efforts to the insurance
markeplace - effective risk management can lead to better insurance terms for your business

◊

Library of over 1,400 risk tools - solve risk management issues in a click with unlimited access to policies, forms,
resources & services, all created and reviewed by Professional Risk Managers

Exclusive to AceTech Members:
Broker Commission capped at 15%, can result in up to 10% in direct savings!
What other AceTech members have to say:
“Our team has enjoyed greatly working with Olivier and The Hull Group for all our insurance needs. Olivier is a true partner. He saved
us money in fees and got us better protection for what we needed. He is responsive, business oriented and a pleasure to work with. I
highly recommend Olivier and Hull Group ”

-Mark Wallace (President, Medgate)
“Olivier was great at listening to our needs and was responsive and thorough in getting us the coverage we needed. I'd highly recommend him to other AceTech members!”

- Neil Wainwright (CEO, Nexonia)
“The Hull Group made it easy to get the required insurance in place we needed to accommodate for our growth and made what could
otherwise have been a time consuming and difficult process simple and easy. Olivier is highly knowledgeable of insurance and ‘gets’
tech companies. It was a pleasant contrast compared to dealing with brokers which are not specialists in dealing with
tech businesses. I would recommend the Hull Group as a broker to work with to any Acetech company.”

- Eliot Muir (CEO, iNTERFACEWARE)

Contact Olivier Bue at Olivier_Bue@TheHullGroup.com or 416-865-2108

